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Content identification and download

Each of the targeted multimedia platforms offers search functionality that allows retrieval
of multimedia content specifically marked as being available under an open license. In addition,
the USPDATRO project is focused on underrepresented voice types (particularly young adults,
old adults and women, while other cases may be identified as well). Surveyed multimedia
platforms (see USPDATRO Final Report) do not allow for explicitly searching for such voice
characteristics. Therefore, for proper identification of content, specific search keywords or
key-phrases must be used. Furthermore, these must take into account the focus on the
Romanian language, therefore keywords employed must be in the Romanian language and
specific to this language (without similar words being present in other languages).

Proposed search words and phrases:

Keywords Target group

liceu
elevii te învață
sugestii pentru scoala
povesti pentru copii

Young people

pentru tineri
sfaturi pentru tineri

Older people

emisiune pentru femei Women

emisiune radio Generic

Once suitable candidate multimedia recordings have been identified, it is important to
double check in order to make sure that the uploader has the rights to give the content under
the specified license. This usually involves confirming that the uploader is the content producer
or has the rights to distribute it. There are two possibilities:

a) The uploader is an individual: in this case it is important to check that he/she is the
actual content producer. This usually involves having many such multimedia recordings
on their account (possibly some with other licenses).

b) The uploader is an organization: in this case the organization may be the content
producer (this should clearly be indicated in the videos and is usually the case with
televisions offering open content), or the organization should have proper rights to
distribute the content (and this should somehow be explained in the information
associated with the account).

After clarifying the license, the content must be downloaded into a file. Since multimedia
platforms usually host video content, the resulting file will be a video file. For the final corpus
release this will be converted into an audio file. However for the following operations (file based
metadata, subtitle generation and speaker metadata) it may be useful to keep the file as a video



file (video information may provide additional hints for constructing the metadata or clarifying the
subtitles).

When downloading the file, it is important to also take a screenshot of the platform
clearly showing the account and the license associated with the content. This will not be part of
the final corpus release, but will allow confirming the associated license in case the content will
be removed at a later time. Example:

Depending on the platform, the file can be downloaded automatically (from within the
platform) or via 3rd party applications or websites. An example of such a website is
https://en.savefrom.net/383/ , which allow downloading content from multiple multimedia
platforms (for example YouTube download can be accessed here:
https://en.savefrom.net/1-youtube-video-downloader-437/ ).Furthermore, when downloading the
website allows specification of the file quality being generated. This allows reducing the space
needed for storing the corpus during processing:

Since the end objective of the project is to produce a speech corpus, it is recommended
to download the videos at the lowest possible resolution that still allows for generating the
subtitles. For example, selecting the 360p video resolution, a 5 minute video is downloaded into
a file of 21Mb in size.

https://en.savefrom.net/383/
https://en.savefrom.net/1-youtube-video-downloader-437/


File based metadata

The following metadata fields will be completed for each downloaded file:
● Platform : this will indicate the platform from which the content was downloaded
● URL : the URL from which the multimedia content is available
● Duration : this will be the time reported in the platform, in the format hh:mm:ss. This is

the total duration of the file, which is usually less than the usable duration (the part
containing relevant voices).

● License : one of the open licenses, as indicated in the platform by the content uploader
● Type: this indicates the type of speech: read or spontaneous
● Quality: MOS (Medium Opinion Score) quality index (5=Excellent, 4=Good, 3=Fair,

2=Poor, 1=Bad)
● Speakers: for each speaker the following information is provided:

○ Gender
○ Age group

For storing the metadata a Google Sheets document was setup with data validation rules
considering dropdown and allowed data formats.

Only Romanian speakers will be considered. If the file has music, non-Romanian
speakers or other sounds, these will not be considered.

Creating aligned text

Aligned text with multimedia files is commonly known as subtitles. However, for the purposes of
training deep learning algorithms able to process speech, the resulting text must be well aligned



with the audio data. Furthermore, we want to explicitly indicate to which of the speakers a
certain text belongs to.

For the project’s purposes we will use Subtitle Edit, which is a free software under the GNU
Public license: https://www.nikse.dk/ , https://github.com/SubtitleEdit/subtitleedit .

Given a new SubtitleEdit project, first the video file is opened:

The text associated with the audio is entered in the center part of the screen. The
controls from the bottom left of the screen allow setting the start/end position of the text and also
allow skipping the video in small amounts of time in order to better identify the positions.

https://www.nikse.dk/
https://github.com/SubtitleEdit/subtitleedit


Adding a new text fragment can be accomplished by right clicking in the subtitles area
and selecting “Insert line”:

With a click on lower part of the screen the waveform can be visualized in order to allow
more precise alignments:



Because the editor is not aware of speaker changes, each text fragment must be
prefixed with “SPK”+NUMBER. Example: “SPK2 Super”.

Text format

When selecting the appropriate “CSV” format and “UTF-8 without BOM” encoding, the
resulting CSV file will contain the following information:

● Number: the text number within the file
● Start time in milliseconds
● End time in milliseconds
● Text: this is the actual text fragment surrounded in quotation marks.

In order to allow association between the text and the corresponding multimedia file, the
file name will be kept the same.


